Rapid Assist
Every Second Counts
When you’ve been breached, every second counts.
Traditional incident response is not enough.

TODAY’S THREAT LANDSCAPE
ON A LO NG ENO U G H TI M E L I N E , A T T A C K E R S W I L L F I N D A N D EXPLO IT BLIND SPO TS.

Over a six-month period, the cumulative probability of an organization having
at least one vulnerability within the following categories is:

93 - 97

47 - 66

Exploit

40 - 60

Malware

Phishing

Source: Data from eSentire Managed Detection and Response engagements representing global averages with 4 sensors.
Span of percentages reflects error margin with a 99% degree of confidence.

TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE
Once a threat is detected, minimizing the timeline from detection to remediation
and continuously monitoring for reentry is critical. However, most organizations
continue to struggle as threat actors are achieving their objectives faster than ever.

of attackers can breach
the perimeter, identify
critical data and exfiltrate
in under 15 hours

54

of attackers use tools to
cover their attacks,
making it harder to conduct
forensic investigation

70

Source: Black Report — Decoding The Minds of Hackers 2018

ORGANIZATIONS ARE UNDERPREPARED TO IDENTIFY THREATS
IN THEIR ECOSYSTEM
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TRADITIONAL APPROACH
Traditional incident responders take time to deploy and begin collection of evidence for forensic
investigation. This extends containment and remediation efforts without augmented capabilities to
contain and monitor for threat reentry. This leads to dangerous conditions causing significant losses.
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RAPID ASSIST IS THE ANSWER
Critical information that speeds forensic investigation and rapid containment
capabilities will be the difference in avoiding further disruption. Introducing Rapid Assist.
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Rapid Assist

35
SECONDS
to triage

20
MINUTES

to isolate and contain an attack
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Rapid Assist collects critical
network and endpoint data,
providing on-site and remote
incident response teams with
crucial information that
speeds forensic investigation.

Rapid Assist minimizes
threat actor dwell time with
embedded containment
capabilities via host
isolation and network
communication disruption.

Rapid Assist captures full
network packets and
endpoint telemetry, ensuring
incident responders have a
comprehensive picture on
how to eliminate all traces
of the threat.

Rapid Assist monitors for
threat reentry, ensuring the
network and endpoints are
not susceptible to new
points of attack.

Modernized business demands modernized security.
eSentire Rapid Assist

eSentire, Inc., the global leader in Managed Detection and Response (MDR), keeps organizations safe from constantly evolving cyberattacks
that technology alone cannot prevent. Its 24x7 Security Operations Center (SOC), staffed by elite security analysts, hunts, investigates and
responds in real-time to known and unknown threats before they become business disrupting events. Protecting more than $6 trillion AUM,
eSentire absorbs the complexity of cybersecurity, delivering enterprise-grade protection and the ability to comply with growing regulatory
requirements. For more information, visit www.esentire.com and follow @eSentire.

TAKE ACTION

